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States Parties recognize the right of the child to rest and leisure, to engage in play and recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child and to participate freely in cultural life and arts.

(United Nations, 1989, Article 31, Paragraph 1)

A definition from General Comment No. 17:

Children’s play is any behaviour, activity or process initiated, controlled and structured by children themselves; it takes place whenever and wherever opportunities arise. Caregivers may contribute to the creation of environments in which play takes place, but play itself is non-compulsory, driven by intrinsic motivation and undertaken for its own sake, rather than as a means to an end. Play involves the exercise of autonomy, physical, mental or emotional activity, and has the potential to take infinite forms, either in groups or alone. These forms will change and be adapted throughout the course of childhood. The key characteristics of play are fun, uncertainty, challenge, flexibility and non-productivity. Together, these factors contribute to the enjoyment it produces and the consequent incentive to continue to play. While play is often considered non-essential, the Committee reaffirms that it is a fundamental and vital dimension of the pleasure of childhood, as well as an essential component of physical, social, cognitive, emotional and spiritual development.

(United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, 2013, Paragraph 14c)

This issue of Early Childhood in Focus is dedicated to the memory of Valerie Fronczek, 1937–2013, tireless advocate for children’s rights, International Play Association (IPA) Vice President, and leading coordinator in the preparation of General Comment No. 17.
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Preface

‘We all play occasionally, and we all know what play feels like’ according to one prominent play researcher (Sutton-Smith, 1997: 1). Recognising that play is a feature of early childhood should be a good starting point for answering some key questions: What is play? What is the role of play in children’s lives and learning? What should parents and teachers do to protect and promote children’s play in the face of the multiple pressures of modern living? Unfortunately, the answers to these questions turn out to be anything but straightforward. ‘Play’ is a slippery and contested concept that has been debated by researchers, educators and policy makers for more than a century, initially within the somewhat narrow frame of reference of Western early child development and education, but more recently within a more a global framework encompassing a far wider spectrum of young humanity (Lester and Russell, 2010).

The challenge has not just been to define the concept. Play is also contested because individuals, communities and governments have such different notions of the value and importance of play for children. Is this distinctive way of behaving understood simply as ‘having fun’? Or does play serve an important function in development, helping children to become sociable and socialised? How far is play a means for promoting early learning, so that children are ready for school? Does the idea of adults planning for play run counter to the basic principle that play is self-directed by children?

Numerous lines of research enquiry provide insight into the early origins of playful behaviour, and its crucial function in the infant’s first relationships with parents, siblings and others. Research also draws attention to young children’s extraordinary cognitive and social understanding, most clearly revealed within imaginative play, as children as young as 3 or 4 negotiate complex ‘pretend’ roles and activities. Arguably, the current priority is for researchers, educators and advocates to confront the many challenges to children’s play. For example, global expansion of preschool and primary education is generally welcomed, yet play-based approaches too easily give way to formal, didactic teaching to a narrow curriculum. At the same time, growing urban environments put pressure on spaces for outdoor play. Finally, the pace of technological change is transforming children’s as well as adult lives, with particular concern about children’s early initiation into electronic games, television, computers and other devices.

The most urgent contribution to this complex field comes from the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), in response to concerns that Article 31 (on the right to play, rest, leisure, recreational and cultural activities), was being widely neglected. The UN Committee’s General Comment No. 17 (2013) is a landmark document, and the motivation for compiling this issue of Early Childhood in Focus.

Liz Brooker
Martin Woodhead
Editors
Play is a universal activity and the universal right of all children, but it is not always straightforward to secure and safeguard.

A century of research has provided detailed definitions and theories about the crucial function of play in children’s lives, learning and development.

The cultural organisation of societies shapes the kinds of play that children experience, where they play and whom they play with.

In traditional agrarian societies, young children’s playful activities may take place in the context of domestic work and other responsibilities, and may not be recognised as distinctive and important.

Provision of nurseries, kindergartens and other forms of early education and care in industrialised societies was associated with increasing separation of children’s from adults’ daily lives, with play frequently identified as young children’s main occupation.

Children’s own views of play focus on the opportunity to choose their own activities, in company with their friends.
Children’s right to play

Despite the centrality of play to the health, well-being and development of children, it is rarely taken seriously by governments. Either by omission (neglecting to protect and invest in the creation of spaces and opportunities for play) or commission (the imposition of excessive constraints on children’s lives), many children all over the world are unable to fully realise their right to play. These concerns prompted the UNCRC to produce a General Comment focusing on Article 31 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, in order to provide guidance for governments on how to fulfil their obligations to children.

General Comment No. 17 highlights the fundamental importance of recognising and facilitating this right for girls and boys of all ages. It emphasises the role of play in providing opportunities for the expression of creativity, imagination, self-confidence, self-efficacy, and for the development of physical, social cognitive and emotional strength and skills. It further highlights that, through play, children explore and experience the world around them, experiment with new ideas, roles and experiences, and in so doing learn to better understand and construct their social position within the world.

The General Comment stresses that play is essential for the realisation of other rights. For example, Article 31 itself recognises the interrelationships between play, recreation, leisure, rest and participation in cultural life and the arts. Play is also a key dimension of education, necessary to achieve the best possible health, integral to the child’s optimum development, and a valuable route to recovery and reintegration after trauma, loss, neglect or violence.

Although children have a spontaneous urge to play and will seek out opportunities to do so in the most unfavourable environments, the Committee recognises that certain conditions need to be assured if the right to play is to be fully realised. Children need to be free from harmful stress, violence, discrimination and physical dangers. They require appropriate time and space. They need access to natural environments, material resources and other children. They also need the key adults around them to recognise the importance and legitimacy of play, as well as support children in play activities. Governments must therefore act to promote and protect these conditions.

Gerison Lansdown, Independent Consultant, London, UK

- Government laws and policies tend to neglect play, despite its fundamental importance to children’s health and well-being.
- Play is valuable in itself, but also contributes to the realisation of other rights such as to health, education, identity and participation.
- Action is needed to provide conditions in which children’s play is recognised, valued and fostered.
Exploring, talking, constructing and negotiating are all features of young children’s play

The formal definition provided by General Comment No. 17 (UNCRC, 2013) (quoted above) is the culmination of a centuries-long scholarly debate about the essential characteristics of play, and its function in children’s lives and learning. For example, the commonsense view that ‘play is what children like to do’, or ‘do for fun’, or ‘do without being asked’ sounds persuasive but does not take us very far. Many young children ‘like to’ help an adult with an important task, and ‘have fun’ feeding the hens, carrying the shopping, or baking a cake, activities which confirm their own sense of belonging and their role in family life.

During the 1980s, a partial consensus was reached among developmental psychologists, based on six characteristics. Play is always intrinsically motivated; it is enjoyable; it has no external rules, only the rules invented by the players (as in pretend play, where a rule may be ‘the policeman isn’t allowed in our house’); it is goal-less, and valued for its process rather than its outcomes; it shows active engagement on the part of the players; and it is non-literal: the ‘policeman’ and the ‘robber’ are just small children like everyone else, and the ‘house’ is just a corner of the room (Rubin et al., 1983).

Some scholars have questioned this benign image of play (Sutton-Smith, 1997). They point out that play is not necessarily fun for all the players, but may be a means for children to exercise power and control over each other (MacNaughton, 2009). Play can also be manipulated by adults seeking to achieve their own intended outcomes for children, using playful activities and routines to enforce adult rules (Allwood, 2011) through a kind of invisible coercion (Burman, 2008).

Negotiating the ‘rules’ of play may sometimes have painful consequences for the players. For example, Grieshaber and McArdle (2010: 28) describe a scene in which four girls appear to be happily ‘playing Cinderella’. Only later does it emerge that one child was allocated the role of ‘the piece of paper that was in front of the fire, collecting the cinders’, while the others played Cinderella, the Prince and the Fairy Godmother.

Liz Brooker, Reader in Early Childhood, Institute of Education, University of London, UK

- Play is a feature of young children’s lives, but it has proved to be a difficult concept for researchers to define.
- Many definitions describe play as a source of fun and pleasure for children, with its own rules and scripts.
- Recent research suggests that play is a more complex experience and may serve multiple goals for children and adults.
How culture organises play

Although young children around the world spend time at play, radical differences in how their everyday lives are organised lead to important differences in their play. Such differences are based on each culture’s values and practical realities, including the centrality of play in children’s lives, how play is understood by caregivers, the kind of play partners and contexts available, and children’s motivations for play (Göncü et al., 2000; Gaskins, in press).

For young children growing up in North America and Europe, play is often considered their primary ‘occupation’. But in other cultures, helping with family chores is given greater significance, and play is considered a secondary activity occurring alongside work or after work is done. If play is seen as the primary medium for learning cognitive, social, and emotional lessons, limiting play opportunities seems clearly undesirable. But such lessons may also be learned through collaborating in, or observing, the work of adults (Gaskins et al., 2007).

Play’s value reflects the meaning that caregivers ascribe to it, their beliefs about children’s development and learning and their role in everyday life. Ethnographic studies show that depending on particular cultural beliefs of a society, caregivers can ‘cultivate’, ‘accept’, or ‘curtail’ play (Gaskins et al., 2007).

The cultural organisation of children’s social worlds also determines whom they play with. Playing with parents, siblings, same-aged peers, or alone provides very different opportunities for children to control the play and engage in social exchanges. Playing at home under adult supervision, outside in an unsupervised group, or in an institutional setting also leads to different experiences (Lancy, 1996). And play may become a more important resource for children’s emotional regulation when children both play a lot and are under higher levels of stress (Gaskins and Miller, 2009).

Recognising these cultural differences helps us to understand the potential impacts of play on children’s development. This issue cannot be adequately addressed when play is conceptualised as simply a universal behaviour for all children. Recognising its cultural foundations is central to understanding the complexity of children’s play, its potential for supporting their well-being and circumstances where opportunities to play are encouraged or constrained (Göncü, 1998).

Suzanne Gaskins, Professor Emerita, North East Illinois University, USA

- Play is a universal activity of children, but it takes different forms, and assumes different kinds of importance, in the diverse contexts of childhood.
- Adults’ beliefs about children’s play are closely associated with the family’s economic circumstances and way of life.
Children’s social and cultural world shapes opportunities for play

Example: Play in a Yucatec village

In this description of daily life in a Mayan village, 18-month-old Mari ‘plays’ by helping with, or imitating, the work of her mother and sisters. Her family are too busy to play with her, and she has no special playthings, but her activity is playful – as well as potentially useful.

It is midmorning on a weekday, and Mari is walking around in the yard of the compound looking for something to do. Everyone in her family is busy working. Her two oldest sisters (ages 17 and 19) are washing clothes in cement washing tubs, which are placed in the yard under trees several meters from the house.

Mari goes into the back house and walks over to her sister near the fire. The sister tells her to shoo the chickens out of the house and to give them some corn outside. Mari runs around the house, chasing the chickens out through the back door of the house into the yard, laughing as she does it. The sister calls to her to remind her to feed the chickens, and Mari comes back into the house.

Her sister fills a gourd with dried corn from a basket, and Mari takes it outside and sprinkles it on the ground not far from the back door. The chickens quickly gather to eat the corn, and Mari watches them as they eat.

Near where she is standing, her mother is washing the furniture. Mari turns to watch her mother and then goes over to her. She pulls a leaf from a nearby bush, dips it in the bucket of water her mother is using, and begins to scrub a stool with it. (Her mother is using a leaf as well to scrub with, but it is a special leaf with an abrasive surface.) Her mother laughs and calls to the two oldest daughters to take a look at Mari washing the furniture. Mari doesn’t look up from her work, but continues to scrub diligently, pouring water over the stool from time to time using a gourd. Eventually, she turns the ground to mud, and her mother takes the leaf and gourd away from her, picks Mari up and sets her down away from the mud.

(adapted from Gaskins, 1999, pp. 31–2)

- In traditional agrarian societies, small children observe and imitate the activities of their parents and siblings.
- Children’s playful activity is not distinct from the ‘work’ they are attempting to undertake.
- In many situations, older members of the family and community support and encourage the efforts of young children.
Play and the nursery tradition

The belief that play should be the major activity for young children gradually took hold in European societies alongside industrialisation and the introduction of mass schooling. Children’s lives were becoming more separated from adult workplaces and enlightened thinkers such as Pestalozzi (1746–1827) and Froebel (1782–1852) designed environments especially for young children, which became the forerunners of contemporary nursery schools (Nutbrown et al., 2008). They advocated a ‘natural’ regime which included playing with simple objects and working at simple tasks: exploring balls and blocks, learning songs and rhymes, and digging the garden (Manning, 2005).

Froebel’s Kindergarten, or ‘Children’s garden’, was the starting point for many 19th- and early 20th-century nursery pioneers, including Elizabeth Peabody in the USA, Maria Montessori in Italy, and Susan Isaacs in England. Nursery ‘play’ takes many forms but builds on the idea that young children’s learning needs to be ‘hands-on’, enjoyable and self-directed: building with blocks, exploring sand and water, playing ‘pretend’, listening to stories, singing and dancing. Susan Isaacs’ (1930) account of everyday life in her Malting House School captures the way children playfully explore important concepts as they talk with their teacher about a dead rabbit:

14.7.25. The rabbit had died in the night. Dan found it and said, ‘It’s dead – its tummy does not move up and down now.’ Paul said, ‘My daddy says that if we put it into water, it will get alive again.’ Mrs. I. said, ‘Shall we do so and see?’ They put it into a bath of water. Some of them said, ‘It is alive.’ Duncan said, ‘If it floats, it’s dead, and if it sinks, it’s alive.’ … They then suggested that they should bury the rabbit, and all helped to dig a hole and bury it.

During the later years of the 20th century the nursery tradition became more diverse, with numerous innovatory programmes claiming some role for play in young children’s development (Miller et al., 2003). Many national curricula also advocate that preschool children should learn through exploring and discovering the world through self-chosen activities which stimulate their interest and curiosity (OECD, 2004).

Liz Brooker, Reader in Early Childhood, Institute of Education, University of London, UK

- The tradition of creating specialised settings for children in kindergartens, nurseries and preschools began in Europe and intensified with industrialisation, urbanisation and the growth of school systems.
- Imaginative play and play with objects were advocated by many early childhood pioneers within their nursery environments.
- Many contemporary early childhood education policies continue to advocate play as the major way that young children learn and develop.
How do children view play?

Brendan has some clear views about play:

Play is having fun. Not doing school work. When you’re having fun, you’re sort of doing it the way you want to do it yourself … play is fun and when no one makes you do it. You can do it alone, but sometimes with friends. You don’t always need your imagination for play, but it’s not play if you get told what to do, only if it’s what you want to do.

(Harrison, 1993, cited in Dockett and Fleer, 1999, p. 20)

Brendan is 8 years old and growing up in Sydney, Australia, but his views are consistent with those of other children (Dockett and Perry, 2007) who describe play as a time when they:

- have fun
- spend time with their friends
- use their imaginations and pretend
- choose what they do, how they do it and with whom they do it, and
- decide whether to finish something, or leave it.

Children throughout the world discuss the differences they expect when they start school, especially that school is about work and not play. While they say that they sometimes play in their classrooms, school is usually associated with work and learning. One child who had just started school in a rural town in Australia explained how play and learning are separated:

At big school you play and learn. You line up when you go into the class. When the bell rings again you go inside to see the teacher … then you learn and after you learn you play again.

(Perry and Dockett, 2008)

Thinking about starting school, a preschool child in the same study commented:

I’m excited because I like the school I’m going to. I love doing reading and it will be fun. You’ll be able to play just a little bit. […]

(Perry and Dockett, 2008)

While there is great variation in the ways children like to play, children consistently regard play as a chance to spend time with friends (Rogers and Evans, 2006). They do not expect teachers or other adults to play and are sometimes surprised if adults do join their play (Howard et al., 2006).

Sue Dockett, Professor of Early Childhood, Charles Sturt University, Albury, Australia

The right to play includes having fun with friends

- Children understand play as activities that they have chosen themselves and that are entirely within their control.
- Being with friends is an important part of children’s pleasure in play.
- Preschool children already understand that their play will be limited when formal schooling begins.
POLICY QUESTIONS

- How can the full implications of respecting children’s right to play become more widely understood?

- What is an appropriate balance between proactive planning for children’s play and respecting children’s autonomy to play without interference?

- How can the necessary ‘conditions’ for play be made more widely available to children through effective national policies, child-friendly urban planning, school and playground design etc.?

- What should be the role of adults in supporting, partnering or regulating young children’s play activities in different contexts?

- How far are play theories and educational practices that originate in relatively affluent Western contexts applicable in diverse, low-resource contexts?

- How can an awareness of cultural diversity in play be used to inform play provision in early childhood education and care settings?

- What can be learned from young children themselves about the importance and meaning they attach to their play, and how can this inform policies and practices?
Play makes a significant contribution to all aspects of children’s development, and many early skills and competencies can be acquired through play.

Babies learn about themselves and about the world they live in through playful interactions with their early caregivers.

Young children develop physical and social skills through inventing and sharing games with peers and siblings.

Pretend play is a key context for fostering skills of perspective taking, role rehearsal, self-regulation, turn taking, joint planning and negotiation.

Active play, particularly with adult support and guidance, introduces children to ideas about language and literacy, mathematics and the physical world, as well as helping them to develop thinking skills.
While young children may play purely for pleasure, research in the last half-century has focused on the ways that play contributes to their development (Bruner et al., 1976; Gönçü and Gaskins, 2007). As a result, both free play in family settings and planned play in preschools have been encouraged by parents and educators keen to promote all aspects of children’s development: their physical, cognitive, language, social and emotional development. Every type of play, from infant peekaboo and catching games to older children’s sports and board games, can be seen to contribute to the growing child’s skills and competencies.

Psychologists and educators have also been eager to explain exactly how children’s play contributes to their development (Wood, 2010). During much of the 20th century, Jean Piaget’s theories dominated Western child development research. Piaget recognised the importance of play for young children, but understood its function mainly as an opportunity for the child to practise newly acquired skills and concepts (Piaget, 1951). In recent decades the theories of Lev Vygotsky (1967, 1978) have become much more influential. Vygotsky viewed play as having a key role in children’s learning, arguing that play is a social and cultural activity, embedded in ‘the social situation of development … the path along which the social becomes the individual’ (Vygotsky, 1998: 198). He described children as learning, first interpersonally, in relation with the minds of others, and then intrapersonally, within the individual child’s own mind. In consequence, mental development is seen as a process in which children first borrow the ideas and language of others while playing, and then transform them into mental structures which they can use and apply independently. For Vygotsky (1967), all play, at any age, is an ‘imaginary situation’ which allows the player to think beyond her or his everyday constraints.

Though children will play spontaneously and without adult support, Vygotsky and others have argued that adults or ‘more experienced others’, such as older children, are required to help them to transform the ‘common-sense knowledge’ gained from interactions with objects and people into ‘scientific knowledge’, a more accurate and fine-tuned understanding of the world (Fleer, 2010).

Liz Brooker, Reader in Early Childhood, Institute of Education, University of London, UK

- Play has been shown to support many aspects of children’s physical and mental development.
- Many contemporary theories of development through play describe children’s learning as social and interactional, rather than individual.
- Adults and older children support young children in developing and refining their knowledge and understanding of the world.
From soon after birth, babies are close observers of their parents or other caregivers. They begin to participate in shared imitative games, which often involve imitating an adult’s facial expressions, movements and vocal sounds. The adult–baby dialogue of imitation reveals the infant’s innate ability to ‘regulate the interplay of intentions … acknowledging, asking, inviting, testing and so on’ (Trevarthen, 2005: 95). These playful exchanges, in which the infant actively participates in a familiar and meaningful social world, support the baby’s developing sense of themselves as a separate person and a growing awareness of others as being ‘like me’, as well as supporting their self-confidence to engage with others (Thompson, 2008: 8).

Research demonstrates the important role for imitation. Babies show increased interest (more looking and smiling) when an adult imitates their play actions or plays with the same toy, and less interest when the adult plays with a different toy or makes different actions (Hauf et al., 2007). This research suggests that the infant becomes sensitive to ‘the intentions of an adult imitating them’ and begins to see the adult ‘as potential partner in playful social exchanges where roles can be interchanged and mutual impersonation can take place’ (Agnetta and Rochat, 2004: 33).

When a toy or object is incorporated into adult–child play, the playful exchange becomes more complex, involving the baby, the caregiver and an object. The infant actively coordinates attention to both the object and the (play) partner at the same time (Bigelow et al., 2004: 518). Research shows that 1 year olds’ play is more advanced when mothers engage in joint attention and ‘scaffold’ their infant’s play activities, for example by positioning objects to be within the child’s grasp, showing the child how to complete an action (‘modelling’) as well as encouraging turn taking within their game.

Although most research is conducted in Western societies, the formative role of adult caregivers in infant play is also clearly demonstrated by international comparative research (Göncü et al., 2000).

Linda Harrison, Professor of Early Childhood Education, Charles Sturt University, Bathurst, Australia

- Babies show a keen interest in their surroundings soon after birth and begin to engage in shared imitative games with parents, siblings and others.
- Adults typically respond to a baby’s interest by imitating their facial expressions and their actions with a toy, which reinforces playful exchanges.
- Parents or other caregivers play a key role in ‘scaffolding’ early play, and encouraging turn taking.
Young children find inventive ways to make friends

Already in the first months of life, babies reach out to other babies and young children as play partners through ‘looks, scowls, smiles, complaints, coos, squeals and laughter’ (Trevarthen, 2011: 180). They often imitate and playfully tease others and enjoy the fun and humour involved in these mutual exchanges. Their play has been described as ‘responsive companionship’ (Trevarthen, 2012: 176).

Research demonstrates young babies’ ability to initiate a playful exchange with their peers. When three 8–12 month olds in their strollers were left together in a group without an adult present, the infants spontaneously began to reach out to each other with their feet to begin a game of ‘footsie’ (Selby and Bradley, 2003).

As children become more mobile during their second year of life, their play with peers may become noticeably more physical and involve ‘running, jumping, trampling, twisting, bouncing, romping and shouting, falling ostentatiously, laughing ostentatiously’ (Løkken, 2000: 531). It can also involve many affectionate gestures such as gently patting and caressing each other. Løkken describes toddlers’ playful ‘social style’ as a kind of physical and emotional fusion. Toddlers delight in each other’s presence and in the play opportunities in familiar, everyday objects. This gives toddlers’ play a distinctively joyful quality. By around 3–4 years old, young children can take great pleasure in playfully and intentionally flouting ‘rules’, routines and the expectations of others. They begin to demonstrate quite sophisticated non-verbal social skills in organising themselves into a group to pursue their shared interests, while resolving conflicts that can arise during play.

Through play encounters with peers and siblings, children develop interpersonal understandings and friendships (Dunn, 2004). But not all play is positive. Young children’s play can reinforce social and cultural divides and power inequalities, for example through teasing, bullying, unkindness and isolating games. Consequently, some children can be routinely excluded by others because of their gender, social class, ethnicity, ability/disability or other kind of difference (Grieshaber and McArdle, 2010). With support from adults who demonstrate inclusive values, young children are able to learn about playing fairly and how they can build relationships and friendships within diverse groups of children.

Jennifer Sumsion, Foundation Professor of Early Childhood Education, Charles Sturt University, Bathurst, Australia

• Even very young babies can initiate playful exchanges with other babies, which become increasingly lively and joyful.

• As they become more mobile, young children begin to organise sophisticated games, including negotiating activities and rules.

• Children can be encouraged to express inclusive values through playing fairly and with consideration for others.
Example: Young children are eager to join in play activities

Sumson and Goodfellow (2012) describe the strategies used by Charlie (aged 14 months) to join in the play of Bianca (also 14 months) in their shared family daycare setting, in Australia.

Charlie, sitting alone on a mat, notices that Bianca and the caregiver are playing together with a toy cash register which has colour-coded levers and plastic money designed to fit into colour-coded slots.

Charlie stands up and joins them at the table where they are sitting. He hears the caregiver talking to Bianca about the plastic money, notices a piece lying on the floor, and picks it up to bring to the cash register.

He re-positions his chair to be very close to Bianca, who is attempting to fit money into the slots. He moves the lever on the cash register up and down.

The caregiver talks to Bianca, asking her to show Charlie how to use the cash register.

Charlie turns to look at Bianca’s face, and when she does not respond, he touches her arm. Bianca now looks at Charlie and makes eye contact.

Charlie offers Bianca the money he is holding; Bianca looks at the money and then takes it, while Charlie watches.

Charlie continues to watch as Bianca tries to fit the money into the cash register by placing it on a button.

(Adapted from Sumson and Goodfellow, 2012)

This short extract illustrates the ways that a young child observes and listens to the others, and takes his own initiative, in an attempt to join a game and make contact with a potential playmate. The authors describe such learning activity as ‘looking and listening-in’. Children’s early play and friendships are made up of many such initiatives and learning moments.

• Early peer relationships often centre on objects that one child has, and another child is interested in.
• Children as young as 1 year old initiate joint activities with other children.
• Recent research studies have paid close attention to the clues which pre-verbal children can give about their intentions, including their wish to establish relationships with others.
Pretend play supports development

Early childhood is the ‘high season’ of imaginative play – a period in which make-believe flourishes, and simple games evolve into elaborate construction of plots and negotiation of ‘pretend’ roles (Singer and Singer, 1990). A large body of research has suggested that pretend play is a key context and source of intellectual, social and emotional development (Smilansky, 1968; Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2009).

Pretend play requires children to concentrate and sustain their attention as they create, and elaborate on, imaginative themes. Pretend games strengthen children’s memory for both narrative information (such as the characters and events played out in a story) and list-like information (such as items on a grocery list) (Silvern et al., 1986; Newman, 1990). Pretend play facilitates all aspects of language development, as children both enact and negotiate their roles and actions through speech (Meyers and Berk, in press). Moreover, when imaginative play is enriched with literacy and math materials, and when adults guide and prompt children’s engagement with those materials, preschoolers’ emergent literacy and maths knowledge advance (Zigler and Bishop-Josef, 2004).

Pretend play provides a context for children to develop self-regulation and socially responsible behaviour (Berk et al., 2006; Meyers and Berk, in press). As children use substitute objects in imaginary situations (for example, a broom becomes a horse), they become adept at distinguishing symbols from real-life objects. Consequently, they become better able to use words, gestures, and other symbols as tools for controlling reality, including managing their own behaviour. Other self-regulating functions fostered through play include working through ideas, surmounting obstacles, and managing intense emotion. Play scenarios require children to devise and follow social rules. In enacting ‘bedtime’, ‘school’, or ‘a rocket launch’, children learn to overcome their immediate impulses and increasingly understand and commit to the rules of social life (Elias and Berk, 2002).

Research findings also link pretend play to a range of social competencies. Much joint pretence is rich in talk about desires, feelings and beliefs, thereby increasing children’s awareness of and encouraging them to discuss differing perspectives. Pretend play, then, is a rich context for learning to resolve differences of opinion, interact cooperatively and solve social problems (Taylor et al., 2004; Kavanaugh, 2006).

Adena Meyers, Professor of Psychology, and Laura Berk, Distinguished Professor of Psychology, Illinois State University, USA

- Pretend play serves important functions in intellectual, social and emotional development.
- Children’s language and story-telling skills are developed as they enact (and negotiate) complex roles and events.
- Children’s capacities for self-regulation, social understanding, joint planning and effective collaboration are practised through pretend play.
**Play and cognitive development**

A long-standing challenge has been identifying more precisely what it is that children learn through their play, and how that learning occurs. According to Vygotsky (1967), play serves a key function in preparing children for the advanced psychological processes that they will encounter in formal schooling. Subsequent research demonstrates ways that the freedom to explore, discover and be inventive prepares children for intellectual enquiry. For example, by using blocks and other materials to make and build things, children encounter concepts of shape, space, pattern and number (Aubrey *et al.*, 2003). Less clear is how children progress in their thinking from the emergent theories that are evident in play activities, to the abstract knowledge and symbolic reasoning valued in modern societies.

Edwards *et al.* (2010) describe how children, with the careful support and scaffolding of adults, can move through play from naive conceptions of the world towards more scientific concepts. In their study, children in an Australian kindergarten were invited by their teacher to ‘make dirty water clean’ by playing with different filtering materials such as sand, grit and cotton wool. The children played freely at first, and then, following some suggestions from an adult, were able to discover for themselves how to remove impurities from water. This useful scientific experience excited the children’s curiosity and enthusiasm as they watched the water emerge from their funnels:

*Thomas*: Oh look, mine is coming out! Look, boys!
*Toby*: Is it cleaner?
*Thomas*: Yep ... It is turning the cotton wool into dirty wool. Yeah, it is getting all the dirty water out!
*Clayton*: Clean! Mine is clean.

In an example of this kind, the children’s play has revealed their thinking to an observant adult. Following this, adult guidance in the play has supported them in engaging with the forms of knowledge which are valued in the curriculum. Edwards and colleagues (2010) demonstrate how adult support for play allows children to develop new conceptual networks.

During early childhood, most children’s discoveries about the world may be made through hands-on exploration. As children move into educational settings, practitioners resource play in intentional ways to ensure that they experience academic concepts, and that these concepts are consolidated.

*Elizabeth Wood*, Professor of Education, University of Sheffield, UK

- **Active play with natural and manufactured materials introduces children to key concepts of shape, size, pattern and number.**
- **With the support of adults, children gradually move from their own working theories of the world to a more scientific or academic understanding.**
- **Through play children also learn higher-order skills needed for creative thinking, planning and problem solving.**
POLICY QUESTIONS

- What steps are required to embed understanding about the importance of play in national curriculum guidelines, design for early childhood centres and professional training for all who work with young children?

- How can mothers and other early caregivers be encouraged to understand their crucial role in supporting play from the earliest months, including through parenting courses and more informal sources of support?

- How can the social dimensions of learning through play be protected and fostered in school contexts that increasingly emphasise individual learning achievement?

- Is there a risk that the importance of play will be underestimated because it is by definition most often ‘playful’, ‘imaginative’ and ‘fun’?

- What further research is needed to fully understand the role of play in children’s cognitive, social and emotional development, including the function of early years play as a foundation for later abstract scientific reasoning?
Modern societies provide new opportunities for children to exercise their right to play, but these rights are often accompanied by new constraints.

The global expansion of primary schooling requires many young children to spend long hours in rote learning in formal classrooms, while also attending to domestic and other chores in their free time.

Beliefs about the value of play as a medium for school learning can produce a ‘play pedagogy’ which ignores children’s interests and intentions in favour of promoting adult goals.

The benefits of playing outdoors, or ‘playing in nature’ need to be safeguarded through urban planning and support for children in adverse circumstances.

The rise of commercial toy industries is widely viewed as a threat to children’s freedom to play creatively, but can also create new opportunities for children’s imagination.

New technologies are increasingly available to children and create further opportunities for playful engagement, if certain conditions are met.
Children all over the world face multiple challenges in realising their right to play. Too often, the centrality of play in children’s lives is misunderstood and ignored. Play is perceived as ‘deficit’ time, better filled by adult-directed, ‘purposeful’ activities. Growing pressure on children to achieve in school is reducing the perceived legitimacy of ‘playfulness’. Too often, the curriculum and daily schedule fail to recognise children’s need for play and recreation. At worst, early childhood education becomes focused on academic targets and formal learning at the expense of participation in play and broader development outcomes, while extracurricular tuition and homework often intrude into children’s free time, leaving little time for child-initiated activity (Katz, 2012a).

For many children, living environments pose significant hazards – uncontrolled traffic, pollution, lack of local safe play areas and green spaces, and also high levels of crime and violence (Bartlett et al., 1999; Brooker and Woodhead, 2012). Fears over these risks are leading, in some parts of the world, to higher levels of surveillance of children, with consequent constraints on their freedom to explore and to learn to balance risk and safety. With the rapid expansion of electronic media, and in response to parental concerns over safety in the outside world, children are spending more time playing online games, social networking, watching films and television, or listening to music. While these new platforms offer huge opportunities for children, there are, nevertheless, growing concerns about the risks to children’s health and well-being.

However, the challenges are not the same for all children. Differential beliefs about what is appropriate for girls and boys, the constraints of poverty and low resources, as well as the pressures of living in conflict zones, for example, introduce additional barriers to play. Meanwhile, the opportunities for children with disabilities to engage with other children tend to be very limited – institutional care, exclusion from school and rejection by their peers serve to isolate them with little scope for social engagement and play.

In order for children to experience the freedom to play, the adult world around them must remove the physical, social, economic and cultural barriers that currently impede its realisation for every child.

Gerison Lansdown, Independent Consultant, London, UK

- Too often, the significance of play in children’s lives is denied, misunderstood or ignored.
- Increasing pressure for early academic achievement marginalises play as less important than ‘serious’ learning.
- Social change, urbanisation and new technologies offer challenges to play, as well as opportunities, if these are properly managed.
The lives of millions of young children have been transformed through the impact of global policies, notably the Millennium Development Goals, the Dakar Goals of Education for All, campaigns of the International Labour Organization to eliminate child labour, as well as the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. While progressive in many ways, new challenges are emerging for children’s rights to play, rest and leisure, in two respects.

While preschool and primary enrolments have increased dramatically (UNESCO, 2006), far too many young children are being taught in classrooms that are overcrowded and with few resources, and taught by formal ‘rote learning’ methods, with little opportunity for more activity and play-based learning (Woodhead et al., 2009; Orkin et al., 2012). For example, poor parents in India who recognise the potential of schooling increasingly enrol their young children in the pre-kindergarten and kindergarten classes in private schools, where they begin formal 3 Rs teaching by the age of 4 years old, (Streuli et al., 2011). For these children, play is relegated to the margins of the day.

Second, new opportunities for young children to attend school often sit alongside traditional expectations that they should also contribute to household chores and farming, especially in rural areas. As part of her research in rural Sudan, Katz (2012b) describes the creative ways that children integrate play into their work. But as a rule, combining school with work leaves children little time for play, rest and leisure. For example, research with 2000 children in Ethiopia reported that over 90 per cent of the sample already undertook some kind of paid or unpaid work, by the age of 8 years old, including household chores, caring for others, and farming. Expectations are different for girls and boys. One 12 year old described how he went to the morning school shift, returning at noon. Then in the afternoon he was responsible for taking the family’s livestock to find grazing, including a cow, two horses, two donkeys, and eight sheep (Morrow et al., in press). Initiating young children into work is still crucial for many poor families.

Martin Woodhead, Professor of Childhood Studies, The Open University, UK

- While educational opportunities for young children have improved throughout the world, quality is highly variable, and children may have little opportunity for play-based learning.
- In the poorest communities young children may be expected to do household chores and farm as well as attend school, which restricts their opportunities for rest, leisure and play.
The value of play-based teaching

While play is undervalued in some societies, in others it may be highly valued as the means to achieving an adult-directed curriculum. The educational potential of play is now widely accepted, although the evidence that play is the best medium for early teaching and learning is still contested. In consequence, the concept of ‘play as pedagogy’ offers both potential threats and opportunities (Broadhead et al., 2010).

Vygotsky’s concept of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) describes how young children benefit from adult ‘scaffolding’ of their imagination, pretence and subject knowledge (Vygotsky, 1978). The concepts of ZPD and scaffolding have been widely employed in studies of the role of play in cognitive development, and are the starting point for curriculum initiatives such as the Tools of the Mind programme (Bodrova and Leong, 2007). But the risk in ‘educational play’ is that adults may begin to dominate play, or disguise didactic teaching as support for play. When this happens, the benefits of play may be lost, as ‘educational play’ will have become another form of instruction.

Rogers (2010) describes an episode in an English reception class in which a teacher has set up a ‘travel shop’ as a play opportunity for children, but with a clear pedagogical intention: children who are invited to ‘play’ at buying and selling holidays are actually being required to ‘work’ at mathematical and geographical concepts.

Two children are directed to ‘work’ in the shop and two are to be the customers. As the children make their way to the role play area, it is clear that none is willing to play the customer.

Kim (to the teacher): ‘Me and Chloe don’t want to be in the travel shop’.

The teacher says they have to stay there. Chloe and Kim stand in the shop but refuse to join in the play ...

Lauren comes into the shop and Chloe says, ‘We don’t want to be here, it’s boring.’

Lauren: ‘Well, come out then’.

Chloe: ‘We’re not allowed’.

(adapted from Rogers, 2010, pp. 159–60)

In short, maintaining play and playful approaches in the classroom requires considerable pedagogical knowledge and skills to integrate adults’ and children’s goals.

Elizabeth Wood, Professor of Education, University of Sheffield, UK

- The recognition that children learn through play has encouraged the development of play-based approaches to the curriculum.
- Children’s freedom to play is threatened when educators attempt to disguise ‘teaching’ as ‘play’.
- Adult-initiated, planned and structured play activities, though supporting learning, may not be experienced as playful by children.
Playing in nature

The virtues of encouraging children to play in nature have a long history in Western thinking (Rousseau, 1762). Play in natural environments is viewed as potentially more complex, imaginative, self-determined and ‘playful’, compared to play in indoor environments, notably in schools and preschools, where play is often constrained by adults’ agendas. The idea of playing in nature is often romanticised as being about exploring a forest or woodland, a seashore or an area of ‘wilderness’. But contact with nature is possible even for children with few opportunities to visit coast or countryside. Nearby nature, in the marginal green areas of housing estates, in city gardens, in a single tree with low-lying branches or a sand or mud and water area in preschool, can equally respond to young children’s curiosity, exploratory urges and playfulness.

Contemporary childhoods are faced with a range of threats to such play. These include increased urbanisation; risk-averse parenting; attractive indoor play technologies; commercialisation of children’s play; as well as the pressures of educational attainment at ever-younger ages. Young children growing up in poverty in high-rise apartments or other dense residential complexes, in informal urban settlements on the margins of cities or in refugee camps, have particular difficulties in accessing play opportunities in nature (Brooker and Woodhead, 2012).

Early childhood education and care settings can function both as a ‘nature refuge’ and a provider of play in and with nature. For some children, attending a kindergarten or preschool may be the only opportunity for regular and sustained outdoor play in a safe environment. Access to nature can reduce the impact of abuse and neglect, excessive noise, pollution and traffic in young children’s lives (Lou, 2012, online).

The importance attached to play in nature within early childhood pedagogy is shaped by multiple factors, and varies between different contexts. The concept of ‘affordances’ – what an environment offers children, either for good or ill (Gibson, 1979) – has proved to be a powerful tool in understanding children’s play experiences outdoors, and in ensuring that all children have opportunities to benefit from outdoor play in nature (Kernan, in press).

Margaret Kernan, Senior Programme Manager, International Child Development Initiatives, Leiden, Netherlands

- Belief in the power of playing in nature has been strongly influential on theories and practices in early childhood education.
- Even for city children, parks and marginal green areas can foster curiosity and exploration.
- Early childhood settings can serve as a ‘nature refuge’ for young children.
Commercialisation of play and the toy industry

The rise of the modern toy industry in the last 150 years has increased resources for play but is not always seen as beneficial for children’s play. According to some observers, the commercialised world of toys, games and playthings constitutes a ‘threat’ to children’s ‘natural’ play. This view is based on a deeply held belief in the prior existence of a pure and innocent childhood – one untouched by the ravages of a modern commercial–industrial order and not yet subject to the equally polluting onset of adulthood. Buttressed by an emerging middle class and a growing commercial infrastructure of toys and games, the view that the ‘right’ kind of play is essential to producing healthy children paradoxically leads to a situation where many forms of play activity are seen as undermining ‘appropriate’ childhoods.

It is evident that children’s play cannot be understood as existing completely outside of commercial contexts and media. Nor is it useful to theorise children simply as vulnerable innocents. Research on children’s play in this vein seeks to recognise how children use play – including the toys, games and characters that act as props for play – in the service of building and testing their relationships with each other, and with adults.

Adults may be alarmed by the media characters, dolls and forms of entertainment that find a place in children’s play, and may question whether commercial and consumer cultures are having an adverse effect on the quality of play. Yet research presents a different picture, highlighting the ways children transform the meanings of commercial toys to craft their own interpretations of key concerns in their lives. Bratz and Barbie dolls may become ways to handle issues of ethnicity and/or gender in ways not anticipated by manufacturers (Hains, 2012; Chin, 1999). Researchers not only find that children transform narratives of superheroes and TV characters to address issues that confront them in their own lives, but also advocate using these media texts to promote various kinds of literacies (Dyson, 1997; Marsh, 2000; Wohlwend, 2011). In short, when the ways that children make use of commercial ideas are taken into account, their play is cast in a new and more positive light.

Daniel Thomas Cook, Professor of Childhood Studies, Rutgers University, USA

- Strongly held beliefs about play and early childhood often lead to modern commercial and media influences being viewed as harmful.
- Research looking closely at how children incorporate these influences into their play tells a more positive story.
- Children find creative ways to use toys and media to address the issues that concern them.
Technology in children’s play

Technological changes have affected all areas of social, economic, and cultural lives across the globe, including young children’s play. Even in the poorest regions, many children have access to games on mobile phones, which have leapfrogged traditional technologies to reach a global audience. In more affluent societies, young children have access to a wide range of technologies, including television, computers, mobile phones, console games and music players. Toy producers increasingly incorporate new technologies into more traditional playthings, such as stuffed toys, dolls and cars. There have been concerns that this growing relationship between technology and play is detrimental to children’s creativity (see Buckingham (2000) for a review), but there is no robust research evidence for these claims.

Arguments against the use of technology in play point to children’s need for concrete, first-hand playful experiences in order to promote cognitive development. Yelland (2011), however, proposes that the concept of play needs to be rethought in the digital age. There are three key ways in which technology intersects with play: its use for play; its incorporation into play; and its use to inform play.

With regard to the first point, the extent to which technological tools can be used to promote children’s play depends very much upon their design and affordances. Relevant criteria include: transparency (the extent to which the inner workings of a device are understandable); challenge (the extent to which it opens up challenges and creative possibilities); and accessibility (the extent to which it promotes collaboration with others) (Carr, 2000). Technological toys and artefacts that embed these affordances are likely to foster rich play.

Secondly, technology can be incorporated into play, as when children use a real mobile phone to make a pretend phone call. Finally, children can draw on their experiences with technology to inform their play, such as when they replay narratives and characters from television, film and computer games in socio-dramatic play (Willet et al., 2013). There is no doubt that technology has enormous potential to foster productive play; whether or not it does so depends both on the nature of the technology and the context in which it is used.

Jackie Marsh, Professor of Education, University of Sheffield, UK

- Globally, technology and play are becoming increasingly interrelated in the 21st century, although the extent to which technology informs play differs according to access.
- The quality of play will differ according to the affordances of technological tools used and the contexts in which they are deployed.
- Future developments are likely to blur the boundary between ‘online’ and ‘offline’ as children play with physical resources that relate to on-screen spaces and images.
POLICY QUESTIONS

- What are the different interventions required to ensure the right to play for all children (girls and boys, children with disabilities, children in institutions, minority groups, etc.) within an overarching commitment to equal rights for all?

- What are the risks to children’s well-being in situations where they have little space for rest, leisure and play, due to the pressures on their time from school attendance as well as after-school coaching, or their need to combine school with agricultural work or other economic activity and domestic chores?

- How can the potential of ‘play as pedagogy’ be applied within classrooms in ways that maintain a balance between children’s freely chosen activities and educators’ wish to plan and structure play towards specific goals?

- How far and in what ways can early childhood policies and services contribute to extending opportunities for children’s play in natural, outdoor environments?

- How far is the growth of the commercial toy industry a threat to children’s play and how far an opportunity for children to incorporate new possibilities into their play?

- What steps are required to protect children from potentially detrimental effects of modern technologies while encouraging the potential for extending their imagination and skills?
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This Early Childhood in Focus summarises issues of utmost importance to early childhood educators, developmental psychologists and teachers. Discussion of children’s right to play, contributions of play to children’s development, and the role of play in children’s schooling are a high priority at a time when play opportunities for many children are gradually taken away from them by their own governments, school districts, and economic hardship.
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